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(54) METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR OPTIMIZING AN OPTICAL FUNCTION OF A PROGRESSIVE 
OPHTHALMIC LENS UNDER SPECIFIC WEARING CONDITIONS

(57) A method for determining an optical function of
a progressive ophthalmic lens adapted to a wearer,
wherein the method comprises:
- providing a prescription of the wearer,
- providing wearing data related to specific wearing con-
ditions, the wearing data comprising at least a wearing
data parameter having a numerical value,
- providing by at least one processor a set of predefined
optical functions comprising at least
- a first predefined optical function adapted to the pre-
scription of the wearer and to a first predefined value of
a wearing data parameter and
- a second predefined optical function adapted to the pre-
scription of the wearer and to at least a second predefined
value of a wearing data parameter, the second prede-
fined optical function being different from the first prede-
fined optical function, and
- determining an optical function of the progressive oph-
thalmic lens, such that:
- when the wearing data parameter has a numerical value
greater or equal to, a threshold value, the optical function
of the progressive lens is equal to the first predefined
optical function, and
- when the wearing data parameter has a numerical value
smaller said threshold value, the optical function of the
progressive lens is equal to the second predefined optical
function.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates to methods and systems
for optimizing an optical function of a progressive oph-
thalmic lens under specific wearing conditions, to meth-
ods and systems for manufacturing a progressive oph-
thalmic lens adapted to a wearer, to progressive ophthal-
mic lenses, and to computer program products, compu-
ter-readable storage mediums and devices for running
said methods.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Usually, a person wishing to have an optical
equipment goes to see an eye care practitioner.
[0003] The usual methods for determining the dioptric
parameters of an ophthalmic lens to be provided to a
person aim at compensating a defect of an eye of the
person in standard wearing conditions, corresponding to
a distance between the eye rotation center and the lens
equal to 25.5 mm.
[0004] However, the optical requirements may be dif-
ferent from a person to another, depending on the wear-
ing conditions, which may also be affected by specific
viewing conditions and/or by specific types of activity.
[0005] Therefore, there is a need for methods and sys-
tems that would allow determining a personalized optical
function of an ophthalmic lens according to the wearing
conditions.
[0006] One object of the present invention is to provide
such methods and systems.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] To this end, the invention proposes a method
for determining an optical function of a progressive oph-
thalmic lens adapted to a wearer, wherein the method
comprises:

- providing a prescription of the wearer,
- providing wearing data related to specific wearing

conditions, the wearing data comprising at least a
wearing data parameter having a numerical value,

- providing by at least one processor a set of prede-
fined optical functions comprising at least

- a first predefined optical function adapted to the
prescription of the wearer and to a first prede-
fined value of a wearing data parameter and

- a second predefined optical function adapted to
the prescription of the wearer and to at least a
second predefined value of a wearing data pa-
rameter, the second predefined optical function
being different from the first predefined optical
function, and

- determining an optical function of the progressive
ophthalmic lens, such that:

- when the wearing data parameter has a numer-
ical value greater or equal to, a threshold value,
the optical function of the progressive lens is
equal to the first predefined optical function, and

- when the wearing data parameter has a numer-
ical value smaller said threshold value, the op-
tical function of the progressive lens is equal to
the second predefined optical function.

[0008] Advantageously, thanks to determining an op-
tical function of the progressive ophthalmic lens equal to
the first or to the second optical functions depending on
the numerical value of the wearing data parameter, the
optical function of the progressive ophthalmic lens is
adapted to the wearing conditions.
[0009] According to embodiments, the method accord-
ing to the invention may further comprise one or several
of the following features according to any possible com-
bination:

- the wearing data parameter comprises a wearing
distance corresponding to a distance between a part
of the eye of the wearer and an optical lens under
the specific wearing conditions; and/or

- when the wearing distance has a numerical value
greater or equal to, a threshold value, the optical
function of the progressive lens is equal to the first
predefined optical function; and/or

- when the wearing distance has a numerical value
smaller than said threshold value, the optical function
of the progressive lens is equal to the second pre-
defined optical function; and/or

- the progressive ophthalmic lens comprises a fitting
cross, a far vision zone with an optical power corre-
sponding to a far distance power, a near vision zone
with an optical power corresponding to a near dis-
tance power and a progression zone with a gradient
of optical power extending from the far vision zone
to the near vision zone, the near vision zone extend-
ing from a first lowering gaze angle to a second low-
ering gaze angle with respect to the fitting cross;
and/or

- the first predefined optical function and the second
predefined optical function each correspond to val-
ues for the first lowering gaze angle, the second low-
ering gaze angle, the optical power in the far vision
zone, and the optical power in the near vision zone;
and/or

- the second predefined optical function differs from
the first predefined optical function at least in one of
the values for the first lowering gaze angle, the sec-
ond lowering gaze angle, the optical power in the far
vision zone, and the optical power in the near vision
zone; and/or

- during predefining the optical function, the optical
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power in the near vision zone is set to a predefined
value; and/or

- during determining the predefined optical function,
the optical power in the near vision zone is set to the
predefined value if the wearing distance is above, or
equal to, the specific threshold value; and the optical
power in the near vision zone is set to an optimized
value smaller than the predefined value if the wear-
ing distance is below a specific threshold value;
and/or

- the zone of interest comprises a fitting cross and a
near vision zone extending from a first lowering gaze
angle to a second lowering gaze angle with respect
to the fitting cross; and/or

- the far vision zone extends to a third lowering gaze
angle,

- during predefining the optical function, the position
of the progression zone is predefined based on the
prescription of the wearer and wearing data related
to wearing conditions, so that the progression zone
extends from a predefined value of a fourth lowering
gaze angle, said predefined value being greater than
the third lowering gaze angle; and

- during determining the optical function, the position
of the progression zone is optimized based on the
predefined optical function and the wearing distance
so that the progression zone extends from the pre-
determined value of the fourth lowering gaze angle
if the wearing distance is above, or equal to, a spe-
cific threshold value, and at an optimized value great-
er than the predetermined value of the fourth lower-
ing gaze angle if the wearing distance is below the
specific threshold value.

- the zone of optical interest comprises an additional
zone extending from the near vision zone towards a
lowering gaze angle greater than the second lower-
ing gaze angle; and/or

- during determining the optical function, the optical
power is stabilized in the additional zone at a value
substantially equal to the optical power in the near
distance zone if the wearing distance is below the
specific threshold value; and/or

- during determining the optical function , the optical
function of the progressive ophthalmic lens is opti-
mized based on the predefined optical function and
the wearing distance; and/or

- during determining the optical function, the prede-
fined optical function of the progressive ophthalmic
lens is optimized in the near vision zone based on a
comparison between a wearing data and a specific
threshold value; and/or the specific threshold value
is equal to a standard value of wearing data; and/or

- the wearing distance is the distance between the eye
rotation center and the lens under specific wearing
conditions; and/or determining a wearing data , dur-
ing which wearing data of the wearer are determined
under the specific wearing conditions; and/or

- during providing the wearing data, the determined

wearing data are provided;
- during providing the wearing data , standard values

of the wearing data are provided; and/or
- during determining the optical function, the optical

function of the progressive ophthalmic lens is opti-
mized based on a linear function of the wearing dis-
tance; and/or

- the wearing distance is lower than, or equal to, 25.5
mm, preferably greater than, or equal to, 20 mm;
and/or

- during determining the optical function, the optical
function of the progressive ophthalmic lens is deter-
mined and personalized according to the wearing
conditions.

[0010] In a further aspect, the invention relates to a
method for manufacturing a progressive ophthalmic lens
adapted to a wearer, comprising:

- providing an optical lens , during which an optical
lens is provided,

- determining an optical function , during which an op-
tical function is determined according to the method
of the invention, and

- manufacturing a progressive ophthalmic lens, during
which a progressive ophthalmic lens is manufac-
tured from the optical lens based on the determined
optical function.

[0011] In a further aspect, the invention relates to a
progressive ophthalmic lens manufactured according to
the method of the invention.
[0012] In a further aspect, the invention relates to a
computer program product comprising one or more
stored sequences of instructions that are accessible to
a processor and which, when executed by the processor,
causes the processor to carry out a method according to
the invention.
[0013] In a further aspect, the invention relates to a
computer-readable storage medium having a program
recorded thereon; where the program makes the com-
puter execute at least a method according to the inven-
tion.
[0014] In a further aspect, the invention relates to a
system for the execution of a method according to the
invention, the system comprising a processor, and a
memory adapted to store one or more sequences of in-
structions that are accessible to the processor and which,
when executed by the processor, causes the processor
to carry out the steps of the method and to carry out at
least the step of determining the predefined optical func-
tion of the progressive ophthalmic lens.
[0015] In a further aspect, the invention relates to a
system for the execution of a method according to the
invention, the system comprising:

- a memory for storing an optical function of a progres-
sive ophthalmic lens, the optical function being pre-
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defined based on a prescription of a wearer and on
wearing data related to specific wearing conditions,
the wearing data comprising at least a wearing dis-
tance corresponding to a distance between a part of
the eye of the wearer and an optical lens under the
specific wearing conditions; and

- a processor determining the optical function of the
progressive ophthalmic lens in a zone of optical in-
terest based on specific threshold value for the wear-
ing data,

- the processor being linked with the memory via a
data connection.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] Non limiting embodiments of the invention will
now be described, by way of example only, and with ref-
erence to the following drawings in which:

- Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the steps of a
method for determining an optical function according
to the invention;

- Figures 2 and 3 are diagrammatic illustrations of op-
tical systems of eye and lens;

- Figure 4 is a diagrammatic illustration of a progres-
sive ophthalmic lens according to the invention; and

- Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the steps of a
method for manufacturing an optical lens according
to the invention.

[0017] Elements in the figures are illustrated for sim-
plicity and clarity and have not necessarily been drawn
to scale. For example, the dimensions of some of the
elements in the figure may be exaggerated relative to
other elements to help improve the understanding of the
embodiments of the present invention.
[0018] Throughout the detailed description of the draw-
ings below, the method according to the invention may
refer to "providing", "determining", "manufacturing", "op-
timizing" and "predefining", and the like, or alternately to
equivalent "steps" of a method, that is, "a providing step",
"a determining step", "a manufacturing step", "an opti-
mizing step" and "a predefining step", and the like.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019] The invention relates to a method for determin-
ing an optical function of a progressive ophthalmic lens
adapted to a wearer.
[0020] As illustrated on figure 1, the method according
to the invention comprises at least:

- a prescription providing step S2,
- a wearing data providing step S4,
- an optical function predefining step S6, and
- an optical function determining step S8.

[0021] Figures 2 and 3 are diagrammatic illustrations

of optical systems of eye and lens, thus showing the def-
initions used in the description. More precisely, figure 2
represents a perspective view of such a system illustrat-
ing parameters α and β used to define a gaze direction.
Figure 3 is a view in the vertical plane parallel to the
antero-posterior axis of the wearer’s head and passing
through the center of rotation of the eye in the case when
the parameter β is equal to 0.
[0022] The center of rotation of the eye is labeled Q’.
The axis Q’F’, shown on Figure 3 in a dot-dash line, is
the horizontal axis passing through the center of rotation
of the eye and extending in front of the wearer - that is
the axis Q’F’ corresponding to the primary gaze view.
This axis cuts the surface of the lens on a point called
the fitting cross, which is present on lenses to enable the
positioning of lenses in a frame by an optician. The point
of intersection of the rear surface of the lens and the axis
Q’F’ is the point O. O can be the fitting cross if it is located
on the rear surface. An apex sphere, of center Q’, and
of radius q’, is tangential to the rear surface of the lens
in a point of the horizontal axis. A value of radius q’ of
25.5 mm corresponds to a standard value.
[0023] A given gaze direction - represented by a solid
line on figure 3 - corresponds to a position of the eye in
rotation around Q’ and to a point J of the apex sphere;
the angle β is the angle formed between the axis Q’F’
and the projection of the straight line Q’J on the horizontal
plane comprising the axis Q’F’. The angle α is the angle
formed between the axis Q’F’ and the projection of the
straight line Q’J on the vertical plane comprising the axis
Q’F’; this angle appears on the scheme on Figure 2. A
given gaze view thus corresponds to a point J of the apex
sphere or to a couple (α, β). The more the value of the
lowering gaze angle is positive, the more the gaze is low-
ering and the more the value is negative, the more the
gaze is rising.
[0024] The progressive ophthalmic lens may be a
semi-finished lens blank, a finished uncut lens, or a fin-
ished lens edged to the proper shape and edge contour
to fit into a frame.
[0025] A principal progression meridian may cross the
progressive ophthalmic lens. The meridian has a power
progression which may correspond approximately to the
value of a prescribed addition.
[0026] A fitting cross FC is marked by a reference point
on the surface of the optical lens and constitutes an aid
for fitting the cut-out lens into the frame; this fitting cross
FC makes it possible to locate on the lens the primary
direction of viewing under wearing conditions. In this con-
text, progression length refers to the vertical distance be-
tween the fitting cross FC and a point of the meridian in
near-vision at which the power progression reaches an
optical power corresponding to a prescribed near dis-
tance optical power. The progression length defines the
accessibility to the necessary near-vision powers. In fact,
the meridian profile represents the wearer power as a
function of lowering the eyes in the eye sockets with a
direction of viewing which is straight ahead. Thus, ac-
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cording to the value of the progression length, the wearer
will have to lower his eyes more or less in order to be
able to take full advantage of the near-vision zone. As
illustrated on figure 4, the progressive ophthalmic lens
comprises a near vision zone 1, a far vision zone 2 and
a progression zone 3. The progressive ophthalmic lens
may further comprise an additional zone 4.
[0027] The near vision zone 1 is a zone of the lens as
defined in ISO 13666:2012 within which the local optical
characteristics of optical power and of astigmatism of the
lens have substantially uniform values corresponding to
near vision. The near vision zone 1 extends vertically
from a first lowering gaze angle α1 to a second lowering
gaze angle α2 with respect to the fitting cross FC.
[0028] In embodiments, the first lowering gaze angle
α1 may be greater than, or equal to, 15 degrees, the
second lowering gaze angle α2 may be smaller than, or
equal to, 45 degrees, and the difference α2 - α1 between
the second lowering gaze angle and the first lowering
gaze angle may be smaller, or equal to, a predetermined
value determined consistently with specifications of pro-
gressive ophthalmic lenses, such as the positioning tol-
erance on the near vision control zone, as defined in
standard ISO 21987:2017. In embodiments, said prede-
termined value is smaller than, or equal to, 8 degrees.
[0029] The far vision zone 2 is a zone of the lens as
defined in ISO 13666:2012 within which the local optical
characteristics of optical power and of astigmatism of the
lens have substantially uniform values corresponding to
far vision. The far vision zone 2 extends vertically up to
a third lowering gaze angle (not represented on the fig-
ures) which is close to 0.
[0030] The progression zone 3 is a zone of the lens as
defined in ISO 13666:2012 covering the transition be-
tween the far vision zone 2 and the near vision zone 1
of the progressive ophthalmic lens. The progression zone
3 exhibits a gradient of optical power. The progression
zone extends vertically from the start of optical power
progression at a fourth lowering gaze angle α’ greater
than, or equal to, the third lowering gaze angle to the end
of optical power progression at a fifth lowering gaze angle
(not represented on the figures) smaller than, or equal
to, the first lowering gaze angle α1.
[0031] The additional zone 4 is a zone of the lens ex-
tending from the near vision zone 1 to a sixth lowering
gaze angle α" greater than the second lowering gaze an-
gle α2.
[0032] In embodiments, each of the near vision zone
1, the far vision zone 2, the progression zone 3 and the
additional zone 4 may extend horizontally along a limited
range of angles β with respect to the fitting cross FC.
[0033] The progressive ophthalmic lens comprises a
zone of optical interest comprising the near vision zone
1 and the progression zone 3. In embodiments, the zone
of optical interest may further comprise the far vision zone
2. In embodiments, the zone of optical interest may fur-
ther comprise the additional zone 4. In embodiments, the
zone of optical interest may correspond to the full pro-

gressive ophthalmic lens, particularly if the progressively
ophthalmic lens is edged to fit into a frame. In embodi-
ments, particularly if the progressive ophthalmic lens is
uncut, the zone of ophthalmic lens may correspond to
the corresponding edged lens obtained by edging the
uncut lens.
[0034] During the prescription providing step S2, a pre-
scription of the wearer is provided. The prescription of
the wearer refers to one or more data obtained for the
wearer and indicative for at least an eye, preferably for
each eye, of a near distance optical power suitable for
correcting presbyopia, either directly or in the form of a
prescribed addition ADD.
[0035] The prescription of the wearer may further in-
clude a prescribed sphere SPH indicative of a far distance
optical power and/or a prescribed astigmatism value CYL
and a prescribed axis AXIS suitable for correcting the
ametropia of each eye of the wearer.
[0036] During the wearing data providing step S4,
wearing data related to specific wearing conditions is pro-
vided. The wearing data comprise at least a wearing data
parameter having a numerical value. In embodiments,
the wearing data parameter comprises a wearing dis-
tance corresponding to a distance between a part of the
eye of the wearer and an optical lens under the specific
wearing conditions.
[0037] Wearing conditions may be defined by at least
a position of one of the surfaces of the ophthalmic lens,
for example the rear surface of the ophthalmic lens, with
respect to a position of part of the eye of the wearer, for
example the center of rotation of the eye of the wearer,
the pupil of the eye of the wearer, or the cornea apex of
the eye of the wearer, when the ophthalmic lens is used
by the wearer, after it has been fitted into the frame of a
pair of spectacles and placed on the wearer’s face.
[0038] Wearing data related to wearing conditions may
comprise any of the following data: a primary viewing
direction, a distance between part of the eye of the wearer
and a surface of the ophthalmic lens, a pantoscopic angle
and a wrap angle.
[0039] The pantoscopic angle may correspond to the
angle in the vertical plane between the optical axis of the
spectacle lens and the visual axis of the eye in the primary
position, usually taken to be the horizontal. Another al-
ternate definition of the pantoscopic angle is provided in
ISO 13666:2012.
[0040] The wrap angle is the angle in the horizontal
plane between the optical axis of the spectacle lens and
the visual axis of the eye in the primary position, usually
taken to be the horizontal. Another alternate definition of
the wrap angle is provided in ISO 13666:2012.
[0041] Specific wearing conditions are understood in
the sense of the invention as wearing conditions specific
to the wearer, as opposed to standard wearing condi-
tions.
[0042] In the sense of the invention, specific wearing
data related to specific wearing conditions comprise at
least one value different from a standard value.
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[0043] Standard values of wearing data related to
standard wearing conditions correspond to a distance
between the center of rotation of the eye and the rear
face of the ophthalmic lens of 25.5 mm, a distance be-
tween the pupil of the eye and the rear face of the oph-
thalmic lens of 12 mm, a pantoscopic angle of 8 degrees
and a wrap angle of 0 degrees.
[0044] The method of the invention may further com-
prise, prior to the wearing data providing step S4, a wear-
ing data determining step S3. During the wearing data
determining step S3, wearing data of the wearer are de-
termined under specific wearing conditions. Wearing da-
ta may be determined from measurements on the wearer
and a spectacle frame chosen by the wearer.
[0045] During the optical function predefining step S6,
the optical function of the progressive ophthalmic lens is
predefined based on the prescription of the wearer and
the wearing data.
[0046] During the optical function predefining step S6,
a set of optical functions may be predefined.
[0047] The set of predefined optical functions compris-
es a first predefined optical function adapted to the pre-
scription of the wearer and to a first predefined value of
a wearing data parameter and a second predefined op-
tical function adapted to the prescription of the wearer
and to at least a second predefined value of a wearing
data parameter, the second predefined optical function
being different from the first predefined optical function.
[0048] The set of predefined optical functions may
comprise additional optical functions adapted to the pre-
scription of the wearer and corresponding to additional
predefined values of a wearing data parameter.
[0049] In embodiments, the first predefined optical
function and the second predefined optical function each
correspond to values for the first lowering gaze angle,
the second lowering gaze angle, the optical power in the
far vision zone, and the optical power in the near vision
zone, and the second predefined optical function differs
from the first predefined optical function at least in one
of the values for the first lowering gaze angle, the second
lowering gaze angle, the fourth lowering gaze angle and
the optical power in the near vision zone.
[0050] In embodiments, during the optical function pre-
defining step S6, the dioptric function of the progressive
ophthalmic lens is predefined, or the optical design of the
progressive ophthalmic lens is predefined, based on the
prescription of the wearer and the wearing data.
[0051] The optical function of the progressive ophthal-
mic lens is predefined or has a predefined value at least
in the near vision zone 1, and possibly also in one or
more of the following zones: the far vision zone 2, the
progression zone 3 and the additional zone 4.
[0052] In the sense of the invention, the optical function
corresponds to a function providing for each gaze direc-
tion the effect of the optical lens on the light ray passing
through the optical lens.
[0053] The optical function may comprise a dioptric
function, light absorption, polarizing capability, reinforce-

ment of contrast capacity, etc...
[0054] The dioptric function corresponds to the optical
lens power (mean power, astigmatism etc...) as a func-
tion of the gaze direction.
[0055] The wording "optical design" is a widely used
wording known from the man skilled in the art in ophthal-
mic domain to designate the set of parameters allowing
to define a dioptric function of an ophthalmic lens; each
ophthalmic lens designer has its own designs, particu-
larly for progressive ophthalmic lenses. A progressive
ophthalmic lens "design" results of an optimization of a
progressive surface so as to restore a presbyope’s ability
to see clearly at all distances but also to optimally respect
all physiological visual functions such as foveal vision,
extra-foveal vision, binocular vision and to minimize un-
wanted astigmatisms. A progressive lens design com-
prises:

- a power profile along the main gaze directions (me-
ridian line) used by the lens wearer during day life
activities,

- distributions of powers (mean power, astigma-
tism,...) on the sides of the lens, that is to say away
from the main gaze direction.

[0056] These optical characteristics are part of the "de-
signs" defined and calculated by ophthalmic lens design-
ers and that are provided with the progressive lenses.
[0057] During the optical function determining step S8,
the predefined optical function of the progressive oph-
thalmic lens is determined in the zone of optical interest
based on at least one threshold value for the specific
wearing data.
[0058] The method allows determining an optical func-
tion of the ophthalmic lens, the optical function being cus-
tomized according to specific wearing conditions, thanks
to the optical function determining step S8.
[0059] Advantageously, the optical function of the oph-
thalmic lens is customized by taking into account such
specific wearing conditions.
[0060] In order to do so, at least one value of specific
wearing data provided during the wearing data providing
step S4, such as a wearing distance, may be compared
to a predefined threshold value. Then, if the provided
value is below the threshold value, the predefined optical
function of the progressive ophthalmic lens is optimized
according to a first formula, whereas if the provided value
is above, or equal to, the threshold value, then the pre-
defined optical function of the progressive ophthalmic
lens is optimized according to a second formula different
from the first formula.
[0061] During the optical function determining step S8,
the optical function of the progressive ophthalmic step is
determined so that when the wearing data parameter has
a numerical value greater than, or equal to, a threshold
value, the optical function of the progressive lens is equal
to a first predefined optical function adapted to the pre-
scription of the wearer and to a first predefined value of
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a wearing data parameter, and when the wearing data
parameter has a numerical value smaller than said
threshold value, the optical function of the progressive
lens is equal to a second predefined optical function
adapted to the prescription of the wearer and to at least
a second predefined value of a wearing data parameter,
the second predefined optical function being different
from the first predefined optical function.
[0062] In embodiments, the optical function of the pro-
gressive ophthalmic step may be determined so that
when the wearing distance has a numerical value greater
than, or equal to, a threshold value, the optical function
of the progressive lens is equal to the first predefined
optical function, and when the wearing distance has a
numerical value smaller than said threshold value, the
optical function of the progressive lens is equal to the
second predefined optical function.
[0063] In embodiments, at least one predefined optical
function is optimized..
[0064] Such optimization of the predefined optical
function of the progressive ophthalmic lens may be per-
formed in one or more of the following zones: the near
vision zone 1, the far vision zone 2, the progression zone
3 and the additional zone 4.
[0065] The optical function may be optimized in the
near vision zone 1 as following:

- if the wearing distance is above, or equal to, a spe-
cific threshold value, then the optical power is un-
changed, with respect to the predefined value of op-
tical power in the near vision zone 1, or equal to the
predefined value at the nearest 0.10 D; whereas

- if the wearing distance is below the specific threshold
value, then the optical power in the near vision zone
is substantially smaller, that is at least 0.10 D smaller,
preferably at least 0.25 D smaller, than the prede-
fined value of optical power in the near vision zone 1.

[0066] In embodiments, the threshold value relative to
the specific wearing distance is significantly lower than
the standard wearing distance: the threshold value is low-
er or equal to 25.5 mm and greater than, or equal to, 20
mm.
[0067] In an embodiment, the value of the lowering
gaze angle α’ corresponding to the start of optical power
progression may be predefined during the optical func-
tion predefining step S6 and optimized during the optical
function determining step S8 as following:

- if the wearing distance is above, or equal to, a spe-
cific threshold value, then the position of the progres-
sion zone is optimized so that the progression zone
extends from the predetermined value of the lower-
ing gaze angle α’, whereas

- if the wearing distance is below the specific threshold
value, the position of the progression zone is opti-
mized so that the progression zone extends from an

optimized value greater than the predetermined val-
ue of the lowering gaze angle α’.

[0068] Therefore, the start of optical power progres-
sion is located at a greater value of lowering gaze angle
if the wearing distance is shorter than a standard wearing
distance.
[0069] Advantageously, the start of optical power pro-
gression is customized by taking into account the wearing
distance.
[0070] In an embodiment, during the optical function
determining step S8, the optical power is stabilized in the
additional zone 4 as following:

- if the wearing distance is above, or equal to, the
threshold value, then the optical power is un-
changed, with respect to the predefined value of op-
tical power in the near vision zone 1, that is to say
the optical power remains equal to the predefined
value at the nearest 0.10 D; whereas

- if the wearing distance is below the threshold value,
then the optical power is stabilized at a value sub-
stantially equal, that is to the nearest 0.10 D, to the
optical power in the near distance zone 1.

[0071] Therefore, the size of the zone of the ophthalmic
lens in which the optical power corresponds to correcting
a defect for near vision is increased if the wearing dis-
tance is shorter than a standard wearing distance.
[0072] Advantageously, the size of the zone of the oph-
thalmic lens in which a defect is corrected for near vision
is customized by taking into account the wearing dis-
tance.
[0073] In embodiments, the optical function of the pro-
gressive ophthalmic lens is optimized during the optical
function optimization step S8 based on a linear function
of the wearing distance.
[0074] Such linear function is applicable for optimizing
the value of the optical power in the near vision zone 1
and/or the value of the lowering gaze angle α’ corre-
sponding to the start of optical power progression.
[0075] For example, the lowering gaze angle α’ corre-
sponding to the start of optical power progression, ex-
pressed in degrees, may be modified as a function of the
wearing distance d, expressed in millimeters, so that:

- if the wearing distance d is 25.5 mm or above, then
the optimized value of the lowering gaze angle α’ is
equal to the predefined value;

- if the wearing distance d is lower than 20 mm, then
the optimized value of the lowering gaze angle α’ is
2 degrees greater than the predefined value; and

- if the wearing distance d is lower than 25.5 mm and
greater than, or equal to, 20 mm, then the difference
between the optimized value and the predefined val-
ue of the lowering gaze angle α’ is calculated ac-
cording to a linear function of the wearing distance d.
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[0076] Advantageously, the more the wearing distance
is different from a standard wearing distance, the more
the optimized optical function is different from the prede-
termined optical function.
[0077] As illustrated on figure 5, the invention also re-
lates to a method for manufacturing a progressive oph-
thalmic lens adapted to a wearer, comprising:

- an optical lens providing step S10, during which an
optical lens is provided,

- an optical function determining step S12, during
which an optical function is determined according to
the method of the invention, and

- a progressive ophthalmic lens manufacturing step
S14, during which a progressive ophthalmic lens is
manufactured from the optical lens based on the de-
termined optical function.

[0078] The invention has been described above with
the aid of embodiments without limitation of the general
inventive concept.
[0079] Many further modifications and variations will
suggest themselves to those skilled in the art upon mak-
ing reference to the foregoing illustrative embodiments,
which are given by way of example only and which are
not intended to limit the scope of the invention, that being
determined solely by the appended claims.
[0080] In the claims, the word "comprising" does not
exclude other elements or steps, and the indefinite article
"a" or "an" does not exclude a plurality. The mere fact
that different features are recited in mutually different de-
pendent claims does not indicate that a combination of
these features cannot be advantageously used. Any ref-
erence signs in the claims should not be construed as
limiting the scope of the invention.

Claims

1. Method for determining an optical function of a pro-
gressive ophthalmic lens adapted to a wearer,
wherein the method comprises:

- providing a prescription of the wearer,
- providing wearing data related to specific wear-
ing conditions, the wearing data comprising at
least a wearing data parameter having a numer-
ical value,
- providing by at least one processor a set of
predefined optical functions comprising at least

- a first predefined optical function adapted
to the prescription of the wearer and to a
first predefined value of a wearing data pa-
rameter and
- a second predefined optical function
adapted to the prescription of the wearer
and to at least a second predefined value

of a wearing data parameter, the second
predefined optical function being different
from the first predefined optical function,
and

- determining an optical function of the progres-
sive ophthalmic lens, such that:

- when the wearing data parameter has a
numerical value greater than or equal to, a
threshold value, the optical function of the
progressive lens is equal to the first prede-
fined optical function, and
- when the wearing data parameter has a
numerical value smaller than said threshold
value, the optical function of the progressive
lens is equal to the second predefined op-
tical function.

2. Method according to the preceding claim, wherein
the wearing data parameter comprises a wearing
distance corresponding to a distance between a part
of the eye of the wearer and an optical lens under
the specific wearing conditions, and during determin-
ing an optical function of the progressive ophthalmic
lens,

- when the wearing distance has a numerical
value greater than or equal to, a threshold value,
the optical function of the progressive lens is
equal to the first predefined optical function, and
- when the wearing distance has a numerical
value smaller than said threshold value, the op-
tical function of the progressive lens is equal to
the second predefined optical function.

3. Method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein:

- the progressive ophthalmic lens comprises a
fitting cross, a far vision zone with an optical
power corresponding to a far distance power, a
near vision zone with an optical power corre-
sponding to a near distance power and a pro-
gression zone with a gradient of optical power
extending from the far vision zone to the near
vision zone, the near vision zone extending from
a first lowering gaze angle to a second lowering
gaze angle with respect to the fitting cross,
- the first predefined optical function and the sec-
ond predefined optical function each correspond
to values for the first lowering gaze angle, the
second lowering gaze angle, the optical power
in the far vision zone, and the optical power in
the near vision zone, and
- the second predefined optical function differs
from the first predefined optical function at least
in one of the values for the first lowering gaze
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angle, the second lowering gaze angle, the op-
tical power in the far vision zone, and the optical
power in the near vision zone.

4. Method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein:

- during predefining the optical function, the op-
tical power in the near vision zone is set to a
predefined value, and
- during determining the predefined optical func-
tion, the optical power in the near vision zone is
set to the predefined value if the wearing dis-
tance is above, or equal to, the threshold value;
and the optical power in the near vision zone is
set to an optimized value smaller than the pre-
defined value if the wearing distance is below a
threshold value.

5. Method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein:

- the prescription of the wearer is indicative of
the far distance optical power;
- the far vision zone extends to a third lowering
gaze angle,
- during predefining the optical function, the po-
sition of the progression zone is predefined
based on the prescription of the wearer and
wearing data related to wearing conditions, so
that the progression zone extends from a pre-
defined value of a fourth lowering gaze angle,
said predefined value being greater than the
third lowering gaze angle; and
- during determining the optical function, the po-
sition of the progression zone is optimized based
on the predefined optical function and the wear-
ing distance so that the progression zone ex-
tends from the predetermined value of the fourth
lowering gaze angle if the wearing distance is
above, or equal to, a threshold value, and at an
optimized value greater than the predetermined
value of the fourth lowering gaze angle if the
wearing distance is below the threshold value.

6. Method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein:

- the zone of optical interest comprises an addi-
tional zone extending from the near vision zone
towards a lowering gaze angle greater than the
second lowering gaze angle, and
- during determining the optical function, the op-
tical power is stabilized in the additional zone at
a value substantially equal to the optical power
in the near distance zone if the wearing distance
is below the threshold value.

7. Method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein during determining the optical function, the
optical function of the progressive ophthalmic lens
is optimized based on the predefined optical function
and the wearing distance.

8. Method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the wearing distance is the distance be-
tween the eye rotation center and the lens under
wearing conditions.

9. Method according to any of the preceding claims,
further comprising:

- determining a wearing data, during which wear-
ing data of the wearer are determined under the
specific wearing conditions, and
- wherein during providing the wearing data, the
determined wearing data are provided.

10. Method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein during determining the optical function, the
optical function of the progressive ophthalmic lens
is optimized based on a linear function of the wearing
distance.

11. Method for manufacturing a progressive ophthalmic
lens adapted to a wearer, comprising:

- providing an optical lens, during which an op-
tical lens is provided,
- determining an optical function, during which
an optical function is determined according to
the method of any of the preceding claims, and
- manufacturing a progressive ophthalmic lens,
during which a progressive ophthalmic lens is
manufactured from the optical lens based on the
optimized optical function.

12. Progressive ophthalmic lens manufactured accord-
ing to the method of claim 11.

13. Computer program product comprising one or more
stored sequences of instructions that are accessible
to a processor and which, when executed by the
processor, causes the processor to carry out a meth-
od according to any of claims 1 to 11.

14. Computer-readable storage medium having a pro-
gram recorded thereon; where the program makes
the computer execute at least a method according
to any of claims 1 to 11.

15. System for the execution of a method according to
any of claims 1 to 11, the system comprising:

- a memory for storing an optical function of a
progressive ophthalmic lens, the optical function
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being predefined based on a prescription of a
wearer and on wearing data related to specific
wearing conditions, the wearing data comprising
at least a wearing distance corresponding to a
distance between a part of the eye of the wearer
and an optical lens under the specific wearing
conditions; and
- a processor determining the optical function of
the progressive ophthalmic lens in a zone of op-
tical interest based on specific threshold value
for the wearing data,
the processor being linked with the memory via
a data connection.
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